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Curtains have been used since ancient times, but they used to be quite different 

from those we know today. Before cloth could even be imagined, animal skins were 

used to help provide warmth. The skins would help stop cold air from ( a ). Later, 

in ancient Egypt, early textiles made from cotton and silk began to emerge. By the 

beginning ofthe European Middle Ages, such woven textiles were commonly found. 

Although little clear evidence exists, it can be ( b ) that the fabrics were used 

primarily to block the cold, as blankets and curtains. 

Other than covering windows with heavy fabrics, there were previously few 

good ways to exclude unwanted cold air. Heavy fabrics had indeed stopped the cold 

air, but they had also stopped any light from coming into the home. However, after 

the 13th century, glass making became common in Italy. After some time, glass 

windows were invented. They provided the possibility of successfully ( c ) the cold 

while allowing light to come into the home. Thus, the problem was ( d ) during the 

early Renaissance with this development of the glass window. From that point on, 

curtains were no longer primarily used as protection against cold weather. 

Various new changes began to ( e ). By the mid-1800s, mass production 

machinery had developed, making household textiles readily available. Lace curtains 

were the most popular window covering. Much like clothing and accessories, 

curtains became a demonstration of social ranking. The more elaborate the curtains, 

the richer you ( f )! Technology and fashion also changed, and various new styles 

emerged. By the early 20th century, advancements in artificial fabrics completely 

changed the textile industry, and more attention was paid ( g ) low price and easy 

maintenance. 

By the time WWII had begun, curtains had become an essential part of the 

home. However, recycled cloth and fabric had to be used ( h ) war needs. After the 

war, the ( i ) expanded greatly, so curtains became much more accessible, 

affordable, and stylish. Throughout the ( j ) of the century, curtain fashion changed 

as often as hairstyles. Department stores ( k ) ready-made curtains, so it was quick 

and simple to grab new curtains for a reasonable price. In the 1950s, flower patterns 

were popular, along with abstract prints inspired by science and technology. The 

1970s had curtains in pastel colors and ethnic designs. Many people nowadays can 

walk into a department store and find dozens, perhaps even hundreds, of different 

styles, colors, and patterns of curtains. As you can imagine, curtains continue to 

( I ). 

"A Brief History of Curtains," Custom Curtains (-$c~~) 
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(a) entering 2 limits 3 out 4 placed 

(b) assumed 2 conducted 3 doubted 4 hidden 

(c) dividing into 2 keeping out 3 staying in 4 sticking to 

(d) damaged 2 increased 3 solved 4 traded 

(e) fall flat 2 operate machines 

3 raise funds 4 take place 

(f) abandoned 2 accepted 3 answered 4 appeared 

(g) above 2 by 3 for 4 to 

(h) after for 2 because in 3 due to 4 result of 

(i) cost 2 economy 3 expense 4 tragedy 

(j) after 2 rest 3 result 4 shift 

(k) closed 2 deleted 3 offered 4 translated 

(I) dissolve 2 evolve 3 involve 4 revolve 

II ;~0)~:st~~1v ~'. ""fO)rp, (A'" C) tL~X d::o (32 J~) 

More than two thousand years ago, the famous doctor Hippocrates wrote of 

people who fell and broke their hips. They had to suffer months of medical treatment 

and immobility to let the bones (a) heal. In such cases, he wrote, "the imagination is 

weakened, and the patient cannot remember how to stand or walk." Scientists now 

think this may be owing to damage to the "body image." This is a term they define 

as the mapping or representation of the body in the brain. When this happens, the 

injured arms or legs are not only made functionless, but also no longer seem to 

belong to the person at all. In fact, moving such a limb feels like the person is 

(b) moving an unfamiliar object. Another control system must be (e) brought in. Above 

all else, it is clear that music can act as a new control system and can help stimulate 

the damaged movement system into action again. 

Whether it is the singing of a simple song or the memory of a favorite piece of 

music, the rhythm or beat can be of great help for patients who are trying to regain 

control of their bodies. (d) Besides assisting the repetitive motions of walking and 

dancing, music may encourage an ability to organize complex actions. In addition, 

music can help a person hold great volumes of information in mind. These benefits 

come from the power of music to help us remember stories or other information. 

One patient had nervous system* problems which left him almost totally helpless~ 

but he discovered that he could perform the tasks of the day if they were organized 

in song. He sings all the time~songs for eating, songs for bathing, songs for any 

task that he needs to do. He can't do anything unless he makes it a song. 



Patients with various kinds of brain damage may lose the ability to carry out a 

complex chain of actions, but music can be very useful as a memory aid, acting as 

(e) a series of reminders. Some people with mental difficulties can no longer 

remember fairly simple sequences of four or five movements or procedures. 

However, they can often do these tasks perfectly well if they set each task to music. 

Music has the power to include and organize sequences in order to help us 

remember a series of actions. 

Every culture also has songs to help children learn the alphabet, numbers, and 

other lists. We may have to sing the "ABC" song to remember the alphabet, for 

instance. For someone who is (f) talented musically, a huge amount of information 

can be stored in this way. Some people can remember long sequences of numbers by 

matching them to the melody of a song, too. 

In another case, a professor told the story of an extraordinary student, whose 

answers on one exam (g) sounded suspiciously familiar. He then realized she was 

often actually quoting his lecture or the textbook exactly. She was not cheating. She 

explained excitedly that she could remember anything as long as she (h) put it to 

mUSIC. 

In fact, all of us use the power of music in this way. Especially in cultures 

before writing, setting words to music has played a huge role in relation to the 

spoken traditions of poetry, storytelling, and religious ceremonies. Entire book

length stories can be held in memory: famously, long ancient heroic poems such as 

The Diad and The Odyssey** could be performed because they had rhythm, which 

functioned to help performers remember them. 

Surprisingly, the power to recall long stories or sequences may be achieved with 

almost no understanding of what the content really means. One patient with serious 

brain problems, for instance, probably understood little about the two thousand 

musical works that he could sing. 

The placement of words, skills, or sequences into rhythm and melody is 

uniquely human. The usefulness of such an ability to recall large amounts of 

information, especially in ancient cultures, is surely one reason why musical abilities 

have wonderfully developed in human beings. 

* nervous system: f$*¥~ 

* * The Diad and The Odyssey: ~-1'I)7'A~ t ~:tT'.:l'Y-t-1'7'~ ~;U2:TCM8tlt%2-¥I)::'; 

7' 0);1; j. D A Ie: J:: G 9H.t~:J:~~ 

Oliver Sacks, Musicopl111ia (-Wc~~) 
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11 Hippocrates thought that a physical injury could also reduce the power of 

the patient's imagination, 

12 Scientists in ancient Greece developed the idea of the "body image" or a 

representation of the human body inside the brain, 

13 When a person's arms or legs have been injured, sometimes music can be 

useful in developing the ability to move again. 

14 Singing songs can rarely help an injured person perform daily tasks, but 

singing will at least make that person more cheerful. 

15 Rhythm and music might help with physical activities, and they often can 

be used to forget large amounts of information. 

16 Children from many cultures learn to name the letters and count using the 

rhythms of songs. 

17 One clever student was able to cheat during her class by listening to music 

secretly. 

18 U sing music to recall information is very surprising and interesting, but it 

is not a particularly important part of life. 

19 Before the development of writing, rhythm was an important aid, and even 

book-length works could be remembered. 

20 If someone can recall a long story exactly, one naturally has an excellent 

understanding of the story's content. 

21 In addition to human beings, other animals have the unique ability to place 

words into rhythm and melody. 

22 Music and rhythm were used as memory aids only after the invention of 

recorded music. 

r", B *)(:0)P-J~1t ,~,"*;it ,"[, 1'~ffB (b· e • 9 • h) O)it~· [1g~'i:~'bilIl, 'lbO)1t, 

i"hfh1'O) (1"-4) ~Sl-:>~IlJ~, i"O)fi%1t~A1t~o 

(b) moving an unfamiliar object 

1 affecting a rare and strange idea 

2 repositioning something which is unknown or unusual 

3 stimulating an uncommon purpose 
4 touching a thing not belonging to one's own family 

( e ) a series of reminders 

a catalogue by which you mind something again 

2 a list by which you forget something 
3 a run by which you ignore something 

4 a sequence by which you remember something 
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(g) sounded suspiciously familiar 

1 looked too strange to provide confidence 

2 looked well-known enough to provide confidence 

3 seemed similar enough to cause doubt 

4 seemed too casual to cause doubt 

(h) put it to music 

1 linked words to rhythm and melody 

2 listened to pleasant music 

3 placed her record by the music book 

4 transformed excitement into music 

*)(:O)pgg~,~,*~"l. 1'**$ (a· c· d· f) O)~~·pggti:~'bilIl,\'bO)~, 

~~~~1'0) (1-4) ~G1~~~~, ~o)*~~~A~~o 

(a) heal 

constant 2 damage 3 joint 4 recover 

(c) brought in 

1 made little of 2 made use of 

3 purchased 4 represented 

(d) Besides 

Along 2 Despite 

3 In addition to 4 In cooperation with 

(f) talented 

broadcast 2 famous 3 gifted 4 starred 
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III ;'R(J)~){ (a"-'d) (J)~.pfi~LAn~(J)~L1N<t~t)]1J:<t(J)~. -tni"n"F(J) (1 "-'4) 

tJ\ '=> 1 ?~Iv l". -t(J)fi-5~~2A 1t J:o ( 8 J~) 

(a) My teacher pointed ( ) that his essay raised a very important issue, 

at 2 off 3 out 4 to 

(b) After the clothing store doubled the number of fitting rooms, the number 

of customers ( ) about the long lines decreased. 

complain 2 complains 

3 complained 4 complaining 

( c ) All you need to know is that the hard work will ( ) in the long run. 

cause 2 effect 3 pay 4 spend 

(d) People from one country sometimes think the foods that people from 

another country ( ) are delicious. 

eat 2 dish 3 care 4 meal 

(9 J~) 

(a) This map using to be my grandfather's, and this dot shows the location of 

the city in which he was born. 

(b) My parents taught us to have respect for different races and appreciate the 

variety of other culture. 

( c ) As I said, this office can be dividing into six small ~. 

v ;'R(J)B*){ (a "-' d) c~a:~a:'1ii.I c:itD~HL1J:~J:? ~L. { i1'J(J)9~L(J)~g{:;J~ffll-\. 

~ '=> ~L:t:~(J) 1 ~g~flIi? L~){~j[;PX~1t J:o M~~~L~j::t:~(J) 1 ~g~~2A 1t J:o 

02 Ji~O 

( a ) 7 ~~7' r:' - 0) ~rt il Ie {!IIi;z l t ? t ~{!IIi t.i- 9" 0 aif Fa9 t.i- If;z tli'd:: iJ) ? tc: L. t iJ\ fb 0) \t ) 

G \t) GO)t t tC? t::o 

It { that I didn't I to I time I I I have I annoyed } do more preparation for 

the rugby match. 

(b) /7 AT 'Y "7 L'JJ-O)~7J t;IJ: \t )il:t.i-l~ G 9" Jt;;IJ: tc: O)~t!i-lHj:. t~fvi:PJtl~;lJ:IJi:l~ t 
\t)7 ,¢'(iJ)G. *~C'~ 0 t L. 0iJ)~ < d000 

Your { to I measure I plastic I the / amount / reduce / huge } garbage has 

much to recommend in terms of a sustainable environment. 
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(c) DNA t .:(0)~1< tj:flJJ~ f<:::-::Jl)'l O)~J!iJ)~ < tj:;tHa:'tj: G'~ t'. fJil< 1;1:. < 0 

The { and / variety / about / discover / DNA / its / we } of functions, the 

greater we are amazed. 

(d) 1&:iJ'\~l )~i166GJ?l )tj:J? ;b '7 :;t70)~,ffil{iJ'\ t' '5l) '5 bftiJ)~.:ht.:o 

Hardly { the / when / machine / he / singing / karaoke / started } broke 

down for some reason or other. 

~ ~~~~~~~W(a-e) ~nfn~. m~~n~~*~~*~fi~~~~1~~ 

~2A it d::o ~iI3, fifJJ~~*~;i:m~.~i:9~~i:~2A~n -rl.'\~o Ci5 g) 

Maya Hi, Josephine! I am really surprised to see you. I thought you were still 

in Belgium. 

Josephine: No, I just got (a) b in town last night. In fact, I am still pretty tired 

from the long flight. 

Maya I remember when I (b) r from Finland, I slept for 48 hours. So, 

how was your study abroad? Did everything go well? 

Josephine: I guess you could say so; I'm engaged! 

Maya No way! Did you meet some nice guy during your time abroad? Tell me 

everything. Did you break (c) u with Andrew? 

Josephine: Don't be silly. Andrew said he missed me so much, he thought we 

(d) s get married quickly. We will (e) i you and Ryota to 

come to the ceremony, of course. 

Maya Congratulations! Hmmm. Maybe if I go abroad again, Ryota will get 

exactly the same idea. 
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;~0)~)(:b\)(:5*a'gb'?lt~Bk.Hc::iOOtn1J:)(::~u:::td:~~? ,c::, ~pJi (a "-' I) 'C::An~O) 

'c::ti'biOOtn1J:~g{:;J~, -fn~n (a"-' I) O)iiHRIlX (1 "-'4) b'G 1 ?~Iv-Z:, -f0):j: 

(24 J~) 

Books have existed for thousands of years, but in many different forms. When 

ancient civilizations first started developing their writing systems, they would write 

on just about anything, from wood to stone. However, ancient Egyptians were the 

first to use a paper-like ( a ) called "papyrus." They made it by flattening the woven 

stems of the papyrus plant. ( b ) long, they began gluing together papyrus sheets to 

form long rolls, thus taking the first steps toward books as we know them. 

The birthplace of bookbinding is considered to be India in the 2nd century B.c. 
At that time palm leaves with religious texts on them were bound between two 

wooden boards using string. The technique became popular in the Middle East and 

Eastern Asia, and spread to the Romans by the 2nd century A.D. Another important 

development occurred in the mid-15th century, when the German Johannes 

Gutenberg invented the first mechanical printing press. His revolutionary invention 

( c ) mass production of books for the first time. Before the printing press, only a 

few pages per day could be produced by hand-copying. After this development, 

printing presses could eventually produce as ( d ) as 3,600 pages per day. 

Today, modem publishers ( e ) advantage of incredible advances in technology 

to very quickly produce books in many sizes and shapes. Most processes, though, 

involve similar steps. Printers first print the text of a book on sheets of paper that are 

sometimes as large as a newspaper page. Working with a considerable amount of 

paper ( f ) printers to lower costs and produce books more efficiently. The large 

sheets are then cut into smaller pages that are still about ( g ) the size of a finished 

book. These pages are then stacked in ( h ) order, folded in half, and joined together. 

Lastly, the folded and combined pages are cut down to their finished size and 

attached to the cover. Various finishing touches may also be ( i ). 

Although printed books may never go away completely, today's readers are 

already quite familiar with e-books or electronic books, ( j ), texts displayed 

electronically on a computer, an e-book reader, or even a mobile phone. As such 

electronic devices have become ( k ) widespread, e-books have also grown 

extremely popular. One of the benefits of e-books is that they ( I ) paper, thus 

reducing the demand for trees and helping the environment. Books will probably 

never stop developing. 

"How Are Books Made?", WonderopoJis (-Wc!z~) 
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(a) benefit 2 pencil 3 product 4 trust 

(b) Before 2 For 3 Not 4 So 

(c) beat 2 enabled 3 denied 4 broadcast 

(d) few 2 many 3 often 4 some 

(e) gIve 2 make 3 put 4 take 

(f) forgives 2 makes 3 permits 4 wraps 

(g) dual 2 half 3 twice 4 twin 

(h) alphabetical 2 probable 3 proper 4 random 

(i) added 2 annoyed 3 divided 4 multiplied 

(j) it means 2 it says 3 that are 4 that is 

(k) more 2 less 3 little 4 many 

(1) consume 2 deserve 3 introduce 4 save 

(32 1~) 

The Boy Scouts began in Great Britain in 1908, after Lord Robert Baden-Powell 

wrote a book titled Scouting fOr Boys. A military officer during the Boer War*, he 

wrote about the games and techniques he used to train his soldiers in basic skills for 

camping and survival. More importantly, he also wrote about general character 

development. His influential book led directly to the founding of the Boy Scouts. 

His idea was to (a) have young boys naturally organize themselves into groups of 

six or seven with one acting as the leader. They would learn skills associated with 

survival and camping, but they would also swear to help people, be loyal to their 

country and follow various rules of behavior. These rules for the Scouts differ 

(b) subject to the scouting organization, but are typically brief and easy for the Scouts 

to understand and memorize. They are supposed to serve as a clear guide for Scouts 

to use throughout their lives. 

The spirit of the Scouts didn't just appeal to boys, and Baden-Powell and his 

wife created the Girl Guides in 1910. Two years afterward, this group would become 

the Girl Scouts in the United States. 

What Baden-Powell may not have (c) imagined was how quickly Scouting would 

spread. Within a few years, the Scouting fever had spread to the U.S., Mexico, 

Argentina and a number of other countries. 

By 1913, the Scouting movement was present in Japan, and the Scout 

Association of Japan (SAJ) was officially established in 1922. The SAJ was 

(d) a founding member of the World Organization of the Scout Movement (WOSM) 

-3-



the same year. The WOSM today is (e) made up of 169 national Scout associations. 
The organization is dedicated to promoting the ideals of Scouting all over the world. 
It holds a leadership conference every three years to assess the mission and 

standards of the global Scouting movement. 
Currently there are over 40 million Scouts worldwide, with Indonesia 

accounting for just over half the total, at more than 21 million members. India and 
the U.S. come a distant second and third with around three million Scouts each. 

The WOSM brings together Scouts from all over the world every four years for 
the International Scout Jamboree, its famous world-wide meeting. A jamboree was 
held in 2015 in Yamaguchi Prefecture. It brought together more than 33,000 Scouts 
from 155 countries to participate in service projects, cultural exchanges, and, of 
course, outdoor activities. 

Recently the WOSM has become focused on promoting international peace. 
During the 2015 Jamboree, the SAJ organized a special trip to Hiroshima to give 
international Scouts the opportunity to learn about Japan's history and to call for 
peace. They also had Scouts from different countries participate in the Peace 
Memorial Ceremony on the 70th anniversary of the atomic bomb attack on the city. 
This is important because the SAJ had become associated with military activities in 
the 1930s. The SAJ was only invited back into the WOSM in 1950, five years after 
the end of World War II and the democratization of Japan. With a commitment to 
peace, Japan had regained its position in the international organization. 

Today there are 89,470 registered Scouts in Japan, and membership includes 
many groups of people. The SAJ made the official decision in 1995 to begin to 
allow girls into the Scouting program, (f) following the lead of many Scouting 
organizations around the world. Thus the membership of the SAJ has become more 
open. 

The SAJ's organizational structure should be familiar to anyone with experience 
in scouting in other countries. For instance, there are even scouting groups available 
for kids starting at age six. The organization's purpose emphasizes service to the 
community. For those who wanted to participate in Scouting but perhaps did not 
have the opportunity as a child, Japan has a program known as Rover Scouting for 

those between 18 and 25. The Rover Scouts are service-oriented (g) as well, and put a 
heavy emphasis on volunteer work both at home and abroad. 

Even after your Scouting years (h) are long gone, you can still get involved. The 
SAJ, the WOSM, and the Boy Scouts of America all rely heavily on adult leaders 
and volunteers to continue the Scouting movement and support its traditions. 

*the Boer War: l¥i7 7 1) jJlj!!('@tt t § :btl, 1899 ~ 1902 ~tL-1 ::¥'1) /ZA. t ~-7 A. 
(*~~~*3R) t~M~fi:btlk~'@t 

Margaret Goff, "More than a century on, Baden-Powell's Scouts span 169 nations, 

including Japan" (-OOc)(~) 
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r,,~ A *3Z:O)pg~i:HL~1ir9 ~'b0)1J:, ""Fo) (11 '"'- 22) b'S 4 ?~Iv C , i"O)fi%1J:~2A 

1t J:o 

11 The book titled Scouting lOr Boys helped lead to the founding of the 

popular Boy Scouts movement in 1908 in Great Britain. 

12 One military officer, Lord Robert Baden-Powell, was a Boy Scout when he 

was young, and he trained his soldiers in the same skills. 

13 The Boy Scouts learned about camping, hiking, and survival skills, but they 

also had to swear never to help people. 

14 The rules of scouting were simple and easy to remember because they 

would be used only by young boys. 

15 Although the Boy Scout movement was very popular in Great Britain and 

America, it took many years to spread to other countries. 

16 The Scouting movement arrived in Japan more than 100 years ago, and 

people established the Scout Association of Japan about a decade later. 

17 Of all the countries in the world the United States of America has the 

largest number of Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts. 

18 It has been confirmed that there are more than three million registered Boy 

Scouts in Japan. 

19 The International Scout Jamboree in 2015 was held in Yamaguchi 

Prefecture, but Scouts also went to Hiroshima for activities to promote 

world peace. 

20 Even now in the twenty-first century there are 89,470 registered Girl Scouts 

in Japan. 

21 People in Japan between the ages of 18 and 25 can join a special program 

called Rover Scouting, which emphasizes volunteer activities. 

22 For various reasons adult leaders are no longer important to Scouting in 

Japan and the United States of America. 

r,,~B *3Z:O)pgg1J:,~,£x-r, ""F~g~ (a· d· f· h) O)!i~·pgg~L~'b5liL'\'bO)1J:, 

i"tl~tl""Fo) (1 '"'-4) b'S 1 ?~Iv""[', i"O)fi%1J:~2A1tJ:o 

(a) have young boys naturally organize themselves into groups of six or seven 

1 allow an organizer to divide young boys into six or seven groups 

2 encourage young boys to form teams of six or seven on their own 

3 lead young boys to calculate in small groups 

4 let nature guide young boys to belong to a group when they are six or 

seven 
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(d) a founding member of 

(f) 

(h) 

1 a member who helped discover 

2 a member who helped establish 

3 a member who lost 

4 a member who searched for 

following the lead of 

1 going along the path of 

3 starting the trend of 

are long gone 

1 have been greatly extended 

3 have ended much earlier 

2 denying the custom of 

4 rejecting the fashion of 

2 have been progressing 

4 have seemed quite empty 

rp~ c *3<:O)pgg~ ,~,"* Xl, """F~$ (b· c • e • g) 0)1\~. pgg'<=!N'bilIl, \'b0)~, 
~h~h"""Fo) (1-4) ~61?~~~ ~o)*%~~A~~o 

(b) subject to 

1 next to 2 concentrating on 

3 needing to 4 depending on 

(c) imagined 

1 complicated 2 compromised 

3 pictured 4 published 

(e) made up of 

1 composed of 2 counted together 

3 designed by 4 painted with 

(g) as well 

for better 2 in a technical way 

3 though 4 too 
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III :;xO)~)t (a"-'d) O)~pfi~LAtt~O)~Lii<biMt}]1J:<bO)~, i"tt~tt""Fo) (1,,-,4) 

b'iS 1 -::>)Bfu l", i"0).~~~2A -tt ~o ( 8 #.0 

(a) The volunteers look ( ) to the day when poverty will disappear. 

1 for 2 forward 3 after 4 since 

(b) The child can have no greater pleasure ( ) to enjoy the playroom. 

as 2 accept 3 only 4 than 

( c) It is lucky for us to have a chance to talk ( ) a cup of coffee. 

III 2 ahead 3 out 4 over 

(d) If I ( ) some money, I could have bought the book. 

1 had had 2 have 3 has 4 would have 

IV :;xO)~)t (a"-'c) 0)""F~~)j1gLt.::mpfi~L~cI:)t5*·~g5*..t0)~~)b\i"tt~tt 1-::>it5~o 

~~) O)mpfi~)BLf. m~~liHLiI~~;;ttdgff~ 1 ~g~~2A -tt ~o (9 #.1.) 

(a) Yesterday, the director thanked the actresses for creating wonderful 

characters with deeply emotions. 

(b) Akira's house was full of furnitures such as chairs, tables, beds, and other 

things of that sort. 

( c) Last night I saw their latest film, but it was not what I thought it will be. 

V :;Xo)B*)t (a"-'d) c~a:~a:'~L::it~~L1J:~~?~L, } pqO)"t"-rO)~~~Jf.ll.\, 

~ is ~L~.fEO) 1 ~~flfi? -r~)t~j[;PX~-tt ~o m~~r"HL~cI:~.fEo) 1 ~g~~2A -tt ~o 
02 }~) 

(a) r'§J:l:fJ::*f<:~*n,.=)t,'tcO)C'a.s-Qh'G, a.sfJ::tdHrfi~ < b-Q * -5 "'~tc.o 
You { born I yourself I you I since I should Iwere } into a noble family. 

(b) 8*0)*7 }vO)-lj-- 1:: AO) v"'}Vf<:-:JV'L, ~t~O)jU'Fh~JzI$"'Gn L~ tc o 

There has been { about I deal I a I level I great I praise I the } of service in 

Japanese hotels. 

(c) 7' LA 7 }v)i'LfiiiriiJC'iiiJ'fr:trO)AI< f<:9iQ G n LV '-Q o 

Amsterdam { people I the lover I to I for I world I known I all } its canals. 
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(d) "fIJJ)'T:::'7..· :J-1-O)§j]i§iJ"TJ:iJ'-:>tcTJ:GI;f, "fbCUi\~ILM1-:JL tlj:C'~TJ:iJ' 

-:> tc. ti"6 ::?j 0 

If { were / advice / my / it / not / of / the } tennis coach, I would never 

have been able to win the match. 

VI ;;:O)~~i!iO)r=~g~ (a'" e) i"n~'~'HL, t~)i:~ntc~*T:'~* -@iH))MtJ.l1J: 1 ~g~ 

~2A it J:o 1J:;!3, :tifJ.J0)~*~j:M~mI~L9T:'tL~2A~n Tl,'-@o (15 #'0 

Burke Hi, Gabrielle. Are your classes over for the day? 

Gabrielle: Yes. Say, do you want to (a) h a cup of coffee? We can catch up a 

bit. 

Burke Sure, sounds good. There is a nice new place around the corner. 

Gabrielle: Did your concert go well, Burke? Sorry I wasn't there to hear you play. 

Burke Oh, that's OK, I know you were busy. Things went pretty well, 

(b) e for one big problem. My guitar broke a string with about two 

minutes (e) I before we were supposed to start. 

Gabrielle: Oh, no! That's terrible! What did you do? 

Burke There was no time to put (d) 0 a new string, so I borrowed a guitar. ---
Luckily, it was exactly (e) I my own, so the crowd never noticed a 

thing. 

Gabrielle: That's great. I will be sure to come to your next performance. 
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;~0)~3ttJ':~5*~tJ'?1t~~tLiMt}]1;j:3t~C1;j:~J:?tL. ~pfi (a"-' I) tLA;f1~O) 

tL~'biMt}]1;j:~!1:i]1£-. i":tt~:tt (a"-' I) O)~jR~ (1 "-'4) tJ'S 1 ?~Iv-r:'. i"0)* 
(24 g) 

About 7,000 languages are spoken around the world. And all these languages 

differ from one ( a ) in various ways. For instance, languages have different sounds, 

different vocabularies, and different structures. This variety of characteristics ( b ) 

the question: does the language we speak shape the way we think? 

This is a classic question. People have long been ( c ) this topic. Charlemagne, 

a Holy Roman emperor, said, "To have a second language is to have a second soul," 

which is a strong statement that language creates an individual's sense of reality. But 

on the other hand, Shakespeare ( d ) Juliet say, "What's in a name? A rose by any 

other name would smell as sweet." That observation suggests that maybe language 

doesn't affect the world. These arguments have gone back and ( e ) for thousands of 

years. But until recently, there hasn't been much reliable data to help us decide 

either way. In surveys and in labs around the world, new research has gathered more 

scientific data to ( f ) to this question. 

Here is an example from an Aboriginal community in today's Australia. They 

live in a village called Pormpuraaw and speak the Kuuk Thaayorre language. One 

very interesting feature of their language is that they don't use words like "left" and 

"right," and instead everything is located by ( g ) of the four directions: north, 

south, east, and west. And that includes everything. You would say something like, 

"Oh, there's an ant on your southwest leg." Or, "Move your cup to the north

northeast a little bit." In fact, in order to greet someone in Kuuk Thaayorre, you 

must say, "Which way are you going?" And the ( h ) should be, "North-northeast in 

the far distance. How about you?" Just imagine that you're walking around during 

your day: you would have to ( i ) your direction of movement to all the people you 

greet. 

Actually, you would become adjusted pretty fast because you couldn't even say 

"hello" without knowing which way you were going. In fact, people who speak 

languages like this ( j ) their location really well. It used to be thought that humans 

were less capable than other creatures in finding directions. In ( k ), however, if 

your language and your culture train you to do it, you actually can. There are other 

humans around the world, too, who stay ( I ) really well, like the people who speak 

Kuuk Thaayorre. This example suggests that language does affect people's most 

fundamental ways of thinking about the world. 

Lera Broditsky, "How Language Shapes the Way We Think" (-l'$c~~) 
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(a) 1 above 

(b) avoids 

( c ) 1 considered 

(d) 1 creates 

(e) 1 forth 

(f) 1 bring 

(g) 1 chances 

(h) answer 

(i) 1 report 

(j) 1 count 

(k) 1 accident 

( I) 1 calculated 

2 another 3 other 

2 comments 3 defeats 

2 considering 3 neglected 

2 has 

2 full 

2 excite 

2 lucks 

2 cause 

2 return 

2 knows 

2 memory 

2 competed 

3 longs 

3 fourth 

3 prove 

3 means 

3 home 

3 step 

3 regards 

3 project 

3 oriented 

4 together 

4 invites 

4 neglecting 

4 loves 

4 front 

4 seek 

4 reasons 

4 weather 

4 stop 

4 understand 

4 reality 

4 separated 

(32 }~) 

Backpacks, as the word suggests, are bags or other containers designed to be 

carried on people's backs. In fact, people are thought to have carried goods on their 

backs in some form for as long as humans have existed. However, the ways we use 

backpacks do change, and there are both problems and advantages in their use. 

For instance, there are (0) a growing number of people in Japan who hold these 

backpacks in front, especially on trains and buses. For several years, railway 

companies have been urging passengers to place their backpacks on baggage racks 

or carry them in the front when on crowded trains. This would prevent the bags from 

(b) getting in the way of people standing behind them, because the people carrying 

backpacks are often unaware of what is happening outside their view. 

In urban areas, train conductors and station attendants make occasional 

announcements asking passengers to avoid these problems. Such requests have 

become part of their campaign to discourage bad manners while riding on trains and 

other forms of transportation in (c) highly populated regions. One railroad's 

representative said his company has been using posters since 2005 to urge people 

not to carry their backpacks on their backs. This is in response to various problems, 

such as rush-hour incidents where backpacks got stuck between closing doors and 

caused train delays. There were also many complaints from regular passengers. "We 

are asking passengers for their cooperation so that everyone can use our trains in a 

pleasant manner," the official said. "We feel there have been fewer incidents after 

putting up posters and asking passengers to hold their bags in front." 
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Recently, twenty railways in the Kansai region in western Japan (d) collaborated 

to put up posters describing situations in which people carrying their backpacks on 

their backs were disturbing other passengers. Three different posters were 

introduced. One shows a drawing of a passenger caught between two backpackers; 

the second shows a mother and her child separated by a large backpack; and the 

third shows backpacks and other luggage preventing access to the train's doorway. 

People can avoid such situations by carrying their backpacks in the front or by 

putting them on overhead racks. 

There are two especially common modern-day concerns over having the bag on 

one's back. One concern is the possibility that a thief may get at the contents. Trains 

and buses are not the only places where such (e) incidents can happen, and some 

people are seen carrying their backpacks in front around town as well. The second 

concern is that there may be possible health problems. For instance, a doctor in 

Shizuoka Prefecture warns that carrying heavy backpacks can lead to physical 

problems such as stiff neck and shoulders, as well as lower back pain. He says that 

carrying a backpack "packed with heavy things can cause people to (f) lower their 

shoulders to balance the weight." Thus, people need to avoid the harmful effects that 

backpacks can have on the body. Both crime problems and health problems must be 

considered. 

Because of changes in the ways people use backpacks, the bag manufacturing 

industry has changed, too. Recently, one company has (g) released a slim backpack 

designed to be worn on a person's front. "Because people are increasingly carrying 

backpacks on trains and are becoming (b) concerned about their manners, we 

developed a backpack designed to be less troublesome inside trains," said a company 

spokesperson. "The pockets are designed so it's easy to take things out of the bag 

when it's carried in front," she said. "Backpacks are generally thought to be too 

large to handle, but this one is relatively small and doesn't get too much bigger even 

when you put things in it." 

Such backpack design changes have occurred often in earlier times. Backpacks 

with frames came into use around the 1930s, and unframed modern backpacks made 

of nylon and using zippers were created in the 1960s. So, making adjustments to 

meet the needs of the times is a continuing process. Despite various problems, 

backpacks offer advantages, so certainly many people will continue using them. 

Sarah Suk, "Back to Front: Bags Increasingly Worn the 'Wrong' Way" (-$t&~) 
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r~~A *3tO)pgg,~.g-~9-@ibO)1t,""f0) (11"-22) b\S4-:>~fvc, i"o)fi%1t~cA 

1! J:o 

11 Although they are called "backpacks," these bags were originally designed 
to be carried in front of a person. 

12 Backpacks are extremely convenient and have not caused problems yet, 
even on public transportation. 

13 One disadvantage of using a backpack is that the users may cause problems 

for people standing outside their view. 

14 Train conductors often ask passengers to make announcements which help 

avoid any problems. 

15 One railway company began to use posters to promote good manners when 

wearing a backpack, because problems such as train delays had occurred. 
16 Because thieves might open someone's backpack without being seen, some 

people carry their packs in front. 

17 Although problems with backpacks occur only on trains and buses, the 

results can be extremely dangerous. 

18 One doctor says that lower back pain and other physical problems can result 

from carrying a heavy load in a backpack improperly. 
19 The writer thinks that when one carries a backpack, it is important to avoid 

good manners and lower back problems. 

20 A company began to design a new, bigger backpack, which was supposed 

to be carried over one shoulder. 
21 Human beings have been carrying their goods on their back only since 

around the 1930s. 
22 Modem nylon backpacks with zippers first appeared in the early twentieth 

century. 

r~~ B *3tO)pgg1t ,~, * X -C ""f~g~ (a . b • c • g) O)1t~. pgg'~5:'blfil, 'ibO)1t, 

i"~~~""fo) (1"-4) ~Sl-:>~fvc, i"O)fi%1t~A1!J:o 

(a) a growing number of 

1 a few developing 

3 more and more 

(b) getting in the way of 
1 avoiding 2 blocking 

( c ) highly populated regions 

2 a handful of 
4 slightly older 

3 hunting 

1 famous cities that are less crowded 
2 popular districts that have few inhabitants 
3 areas where a large number of residents live 

4 places where the upper-class citizens live 
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(g) released 

1 offered for sale 

3 set free 

2 rented again 

4 stopped selling 

r~' c *3ZO)J1g{:Pi ,~,"*;it ""[, l'~:gB (d· e • f • h) 0)1t~. J1gg'L~'tifrl. ,'to)1i, 
~~~~l'o) (1-4) ~G1~~~~, ~O)ti~~~A~~o 

(d) collaborated 

1 concentrated 

(e) incidents 

effects 

(f) lower 

1 beat down 

3 move down 

(h) concerned about 

troubled over 

3 cunous over 

2 cooperated 

2 directions 

3 requested 

3 criminals 

2 blow down 

4 touch down 

2 careful to 

4 persuaded to 

4 respected 

4 occurrences 

III ;j;!0)~)( (a-d) O)~pJT'i:A:tt~O)'i:lti:'t~t}]1j;'tO)~, ~:tt-f':ttr:0) (1-4) 

b'G 1 -:J~~ -Z:', ~O)ti~~~2A-tt d::o (8 ,¢'o 

(a) If we recycled more metal, our country's car companies would ( ) need 

to import so much iron and steeL 

few 

(b) My birthday ( 

1 comes 

2 not 3 no 

) on a Sunday this year-

2 takes 3 gets 

(c) Could I give you a ( ) to the station? 

1 car 2 ride 3 speed 

4 without 

4 makes 

4 transportation 

(d) This is top secret. Let's just keep this ( ) ourselves, shall we? 

1 behind 2 beside 3 between 4 beyond 
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IV ;~O)~~ (a'" c) O)~~~~ Lt.::mpJTti:tcl:~5*· ~a5*J:0)~ f) tJ'i"tli"tl 1 ?ct5~o 

~~ f) O)mpJT~~tf, M~mlti:~~~xtdaff~ 1 ~a~~2A -tt ~o (9 g) 

(a) We have been friends with all of the Smith for over thirty years, 

(b) Last week, my boss made it possibly for me to take the day off 

( c) Rita said to me, "I watched the last match and ~ very satisfying with the 

result" 

V ;~o)B*~ (a"'d) ct~H~'~L:1\,*ti:1J:~~?ti:, { } pg0)9r\TO)~1:i]~ml,''. 

<! G ti::f:,fEO) 1 ~a~fllb T~~~jCpx<!-tt ~o M~mlti:'cI::f:,fEo) 1 ~~~2A -tt ~o 
02,¢,O 

(a) f4~~tc~ ~i, ~11~~JjJtCxt9 0lj!~v )fc;tsv )LrIUil¥JfcJi~ lJc t.:t'* L LV) 

0 0 

Some scientists { fight / a / in / advance / claiming / the / major} against 

climate change, 

(b) ~ « O)Al:ch\ J!& Lv )~T'-{ f- I'/' 7 ~~ft 0 L t ~lIDlilJ t ~i,lElb;IJ:v)o)fi, 
T D ~~jj <" tc1h tch' G tco 
Lots of people don't { through / a / to / go / think / bother } a strict 

security check so that terror attacks may be avoided, 

(c) :tE~fi, 18(:5z:0)£J:~c*M~r\0)¥fNft~~1i-:J L 1;1 Lv) t $A.Jco 

The bride asked her { help / for / mother / dressed / her / get } her 

wedding, 

(d) 18(1i, *~C'1~Gn0~~~~*~H$mLJ::-J t~PJT~JflJtc-:Jtco 

He { make / of / to / tried / most / hard } the opportunities he was offered 

by his university, 



VI ;!l!O)~~i5o)"""F~gB (a "- e) t-tt-f'tt£i:, t~~<!ttt.:)(:*~'~* ~fi'b~tntJ: 1 ~g~ 

~aA:t!J::o tJ:cI3, fifJJo)(:*'iM~*OO'i:9~"i:~2A<!tt-rl,'~o Ci5 }~) 

Drake: So, did you have any success (a) W your job application, Kento? 

Kento: Very little, When I got to the interview stage, it went poorly, 

Drake: What happened? Did you (b) I them know that your real dream is to 

become a rap star? 

Kento: No, but I told the interviewers that I hoped the company offered many 

vacation days each year. Maybe they didn't think I was eager (e) a 
---

working, 

Drake: Oh, well, there will be other chances, Where are you going now? 

Kento: Actually, I am heading to the job counseling office to get some advice on 

interviewing skills. By the way, are you having any luck (d) I for a 

job? 

Drake: Actually, I'm all finished. 

Kento: Really? How did you manage that? 

Drake: Oh, (e) 0 I decided to become a job counselor, it was easy. People will 

always require advice on job hunting. 
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~~~~6~_~~?.~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ~M(a-I) ~A~~~ 

~M~~~~~~~. ~~~~(a-I)~~m~(1-4) ~61?~~~. ~~. 

~~~2A -tt ~o (24 J~) 

When I first came to Japan 16 years ago, I felt completely overwhelmed by the 

language barrier. One experience in particular stands out in my mind. I was standing 

in the middle of Shinjuku Station at rush hour, as I was desperately trying to ( a ) 

which way I needed to go without knowing how to read or speak Japanese. This 

experience came back to me recently when some visiting friends noted ( b ) 

surprised they were that it was easy to get around Tokyo even without reading or 

speaking any Japanese. Clearly, Japan has come ( c ) in regard to the use of English. 

This improvement does not necessarily appear in test scores, though. Everyone 

who has completed high school in Japan has studied English for ( d ) six years. 

However, according to one test from 2018, Japan ranked 49th out of 88 countries, 

which is considered "low proficiency," especially in comparison to multilingual 

countries. Among Asian countries Japan also placed lower than South Korea, 

Vietnam, and China, and only managed to gain the ( e ) above Pakistan. These 

rankings may not be comprehensive since people voluntarily take the test online, but 

the results give us a general idea of how English ability in Japan compares with that 

in other countries around the world. 

The Japanese government is working hard to increase the country's practical 

English proficiency ( f ) of the 2020 Olympics, but it's unlikely that enormous 

change will happen quickly. Still, after more than a decade of effort, impressive 

progress in communicating in English has already been made. More students are 

traveling abroad, so they gain ( g ) elementary skills in practical English. In fact, 

Japan's retirees could probably be a positive influence because they have more time 

on their hands, which allows them to ( h ) hobbies, including language learning. 

Also, technological advancements have certainly helped-online maps are a 

life-saver for any traveler, and translation devices and software are also ( i ) in a 

difficult situation. But in recent years, especially in more populous cities, it has also 

become ( j ) to find English-speaking staff working in restaurants, shops, hotels, 

and tourist attractions. Perhaps ( k ) visa restrictions easier for people coming to 

Japan has contributed to this. Thanks to such changes and the strong efforts of many 

Japanese to ( I ) English skills, progress is certainly being made toward helping 

international travelers enjoy their visits here. 

Kelly Wetherille, "Japan's Changing English Landscape" (-$i!1(~) 
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(a) I cast off 

(b) I how 

(c) 1 apart 

(d) I a part of 

3 a minimum of 

(e) I end 

(f) 1 ahead 

(g) I in between 

(h) I change up 

(i) assist 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

common 

copying 

acqUIre 

2 figure out 

2 what 

2 away 

2 game 

2 back 

2 at most 

2 live up 

2 handy 

2 gentle 

2 confusing 

2 invent 

3 roll over 

3 when 

3 down 

2 any more than 

4 short of 

3 notice 

3 behind 

3 at least 

3 look up 

3 manual 

3 rare 

3 making 

3 prevent 

4 talk to 

4 where 

4 far 

4 spot 

4 front 

4 III case 

4 take up 

4 support 

4 social 

4 pasting 

4 regret 

(32 J~O 

A young couple building a new home for themselves may ask the architect for a 

nice lawn. Why would they want short grass in the front yard? "Because lawns are 
beautiful," the couple might explain. But why do they think so? There is a history 

behind people's desire for lawns. 
During the Stone Age, hunter-gatherers did not cultivate grass at the entrance to 

their caves. No green field welcomed the visitors to a home in ancient Greece or 

ancient China. The idea of maintaining a lawn at the entrance to private residences 

and public buildings was born in the castles of French and English noble people in 

the late Middle Ages. In the early modern age this custom became a trademark of 

such noble families. 

(a) Well-kept lawns always demand a lot of land and work, and this was 
particularly true before modern lawn-care machines. In exchange, lawns produce 

nothing of agricultural value. You can't even feed animals on them because the 

animals would eat and crush the grass. Poor farmers could not afford wasting 
precious land or time on lawns. On the other hand, the neat green space at the 
entrance became a status symbol of the rich in the early modern era. The lawn 

(b) proudly declared to everyone passing by: "My owners are so rich and powerful 
that ~hey can afford this green spectacle." The bigger and neater the lawn, the more 

powerful the owners. Any wealthy family with a lawn in bad shape was in trouble 
because they ignored this symbolic power of the lawn. 
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Eventually, royal residences turned the lawn into a symbol of authority. 

However, when kings were removed from power in the late modern period, the new 

presidents and prime ministers kept the lawns. The precious lawn was often the 

setting for important celebrations and social events, but at all other times entry was 

strictly prohibited. To this day, countless palaces, government buildings and public 

areas have a sign which clearly commands people to "Keep off the grass." 

In recent times, lawns also (e) conquered the world of sports. For thousands of 

years humans played on almost every kind of ground, from ice to desert. Yet in the 

last two hundred years, the games considered most important-such as football and 

tennis-have been played on lawns. Provided, of course, you have money. In the 

poor areas of the world, footballers are kicking homemade balls over sand and dirt. 

But in the wealthy parts, the children of the rich are enjoying themselves on 

carefully kept lawns. 

Thus, humans came to identify lawns with political power, social status, and 

economic wealth. No wonder that in the nineteenth century the rising middle class 

(d) enthusiastically embraced the lawn. In areas outside American cities a beautiful 

lawn switched from being a rich person's luxury into a middle-class necessity. Grass 

is nowadays the most widespread crop in the United States of America after corn 

and wheat, and the lawn industry accounts for billions of dollars every year. 

The lawn did not remain just a European or American (e) custom. People all over 

the globe associate lawns with power, money, and pride. Therefore, the lawn has 

spread far and wide, even to desert areas as well. Qatar's newly built Museum of 

Islamic Art is next to (f) magnificent lawns that reach back to that tradition started in 

France and England hundreds of years ago. These huge lawns in the midst of a 

desert require enormous amounts of costly fresh water each day to stay green. Lawn 

care has become a global interest, it seems. 

Considering this short history of the lawn, people today might (g) think twice 

about having a lawn. Maybe people should consider (h) leaving behind the history of 

European wealthy classes and the American middle class, and imagine some other 

alternative instead. Thus, the best reason to learn history is not in order to predict 

the future, but rather to free ourselves from the past and imagine alternative 

destinies. 

Yuval Noah Harari, Homo Deus (-tmC1(~) 
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rll~A *)(:0)j1g~'L.g.~9~'b0)~,"""F0) (11 '"'-'22) b\S[9-:>~~""(:', -t-0).~~~2A 

-tt J:o 

11 Since ancient times, human beings have cultivated beautiful grass in front 

of their homes, 

12 The idea of keeping a lawn in front of important buildings comes from the 

customs of high-ranking families in France and England. 

13 Although grass lawns produce nothing of agricultural value, they require 

much labor and land. 

14 Despite the fact they are very beautiful, lawns failed to become a status 

symbol of the rich. 

15 Because it was strictly prohibited to enter lawn areas, they were seldom 

used as the setting for celebrations and social events. 

16 Poor people do not have enough money for a lawn, so they cannot play 

soccer or football. 

17 In many places around the world, lawns became a symbol of power, 

authority, and wealth. 

18 Outside many cities in the United States of America, having a lawn became 

necessary for middle-class people to claim their status. 

19 In the United States of America, each year farmers grow more grass than 

wheat, and they make billions of dollars. 

20 Because an enormous amount of fresh water is required to keep them 

green, it does not cost much to maintain lawns in desert regions. 

21 The desire to have a beautiful green lawn is extremely natural and therefore 

has little history at all. 

22 The author suggests that lawns have a long cultural history, so few people 

should try to imagine any alternative possibilities. 

rll~ B *)(:0)j1g~~ ,~, * X -r, """F~:g:B (b· c • d • g) O)li~· j1g~'L~<bi5:l, ''b0)~, 

-t-~~~"""Fo) (1'"'-'4) ~61-:>~~~, -t-o).~~~A-ttJ:o 

(b) proudly declared 

1 grandly asserted 

3 sadly implied 

( c ) conquered 

1 encouraged winning in 

3 became very popular in 

(d) enthusiastically embraced 

1 completely got rid of 

3 particularly expected 
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2 modestly stated 

4 strictly insisted 

2 prevented progress in 

4 had bad influences on 

2 eagerly took to 

4 passionately cut 



(g) think twice about 

1 double-click 

3 randomly guess at 

2 get tired of 

4 reconsider 

r~~c *:>l:O)pg~!Pt,~,*x·c "f~:g~ (a· e· f· h) O)1t~·pgg~L:ti<bilIl,\<bO)1J:. 

~~~~"fo) (1-4) ~61~~~~. ~o)*%1J:~A~~o 

(a) Well-kept 

1 Reasonable 2 Traded 

3 Naturally grown 4 Nicely cared for 

(e) custom 

common ground 2 cultural practice 

3 special tax 4 trendy clothing 

(f) magnificent 

1 excellent 2 heavy 3 religious 4 traditional 

(h) leaving behind 

1 abandoning 2 following 3 obtaining 4 transporting 

III ;!x(J)~y:' (a-d) (J)~pfi~LAn~(J)~L:ti'tJMtnfJ:'t(J)it. -tn~'n"'F(J) (1-4) 

b'G 1 ~~~-r:'. ~(J)*i5-it~2A1tJ::o (8#.0 

(a) He said ( 

all 

) she needs to do is to sign the card and return it to him. 

2 that 3 where 4 which 

(b) My biggest mistake was ( ) in the wrong direction because I got some 

old information. 

have gone 2 gone 3 go 4 going 

( c) ( ) everyone so different from each other, it's important for us to accept 

everyone's uniqueness. 

Because 2 Although 3 With 4 Since 

(d) It makes no difference ( ) she will come to the party or not. 

1 when 2 whether 3 but 4 unless 
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IV ;'X(J)~"5{ (a "- c) (J)"F~~1itH-tdlipfi'~';j:"5{5*· ~g5*..t(J)~~ I) b'-tnfn 1 ?d5~0 
~~ I) (J)mpfi~~Lf, m~~HI'~~~~xtdgff~ 1 ~g~~2A -t! ~o (9 ff{iJ 

(a) One of the ten people in this small village ~ now being classified as 

elderly. 

(b) To her great disappoint, the heavy storm prevented Keiko from going to 

the ceremony last summer. 

( c ) Snow can be describing as soft white pieces of frozen water falling from 

the sky. 

v ;'X(J)B*"5{ (a"-d) c,a:,£'Iii.IL::i\~,~tj:~~?'~, { } ~(J)9/'(-r(J)~g-fiJ~ml,''. 

~ G '~/F~(J) 1 ~g~flIj? -r~"5{~jCpx~-t! ~o m~tfJH~';j:/F~(J) 1 ~g~~2A -t! ~o 
(I2 ff{i.) 

(a) i:J J:? t tJ 7.:r. fLJ:: -::J L, 16TiJ'iit",,-*-ttlviJ'? 
What { in / dropping / you / to / at / do } a cafe and getting something to 

eat? 

(b) {EZfJ:[QJCg~~O)r:pfL, *t-tj-}l;~~ll]-J J:: -J iJ:AFs'L:fJ:iJ:t,,'o 

He { to / than / both / dog / knows / a / keep } and a monkey in the same 

room. 

(c) t\&WT~JH~~0 t ~ fL fJ:, c: lviJ:fLff~ L L t V9~'0 t t", -J L. t fJ:iJ:t" '0 
You { when / too / you / careful/be / use} a pedestrian crossing. 

(d) '~c:'iJ:<LL, {EZfJ:t5~~llT66L, &~90L.tfLLtc:o 

It { he / to / not / save / decided / was / before } some money to study 

abroad. 
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~ ~~~~~~~$(a-e) ~n~n~. mm~n~~*~~~~~~~WC1~~ 

~2A -tt J::o Cd:). ~:m~~*~;j:m~too~L9~~L~2A~n Zl.'~o CI5 #.0 

Tomoka: Since (a) w have you been doing this part-time job, Naomi? 

Naomi : Since about two years ago. It is really boring most of the time, but when 

the tour ships come in (b) f abroad, I can speak English. It's fun. 

Tomoka: Maybe so, but aren't all the conversations exactly (c) a ? 

Naomi : Mostly, but it is still a chance to build some good skills. 

Tomoka: Have you had any people get really angry or anything? 

Naomi : Not so often. But to (d) t the truth, I sort of like that experience, too. 

In a sense, it is living English, right? Not (e) j a silly chat straight 

out of a textbook. 

Tomoka: Hmmm. Maybe you're right. This job might not be so boring after all. 
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